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Eric S. Toberer,* Alex Zevalkink and G. Jeffrey Snyder*
DOI: 10.1039/c1jm11754hMitigation of the global energy crisis requires tailoring the thermal conductivity of materials.
Low thermal conductivity is critical in a broad range of energy conversion technologies,
including thermoelectrics and thermal barrier coatings. Here, we review the chemical trends
and explore the origins of low thermal conductivity in crystalline materials. A unifying feature
in the latest materials is the incorporation of structural complexity to decrease the phonon
velocity and increase scattering. With this understanding, strategies for combining these
mechanisms can be formulated for designing new materials with exceptionally low thermal
conductivity.Introduction
Controlling heat flow is critical to appli-
cations ranging from jet turbines to
microelectronics to thermoelectrics. In
energy applications, thermal engineering
frequently determines system efficiency,
lifetime, and cost. For example, thermal
barrier coatings enable higher turbine
operating temperature, thereby
increasing the Carnot efficiency.1–3 In
thermoelectrics, dramatic improvements
in efficiency have been driven by reduc-
tions in thermal conductivity.4–8 The
discovery of complex, bulk thermoelectric
materials with low thermal conductivity
(e.g., Yb14MnSb11, Ba8Ga16Ge30,
XyCo4Sb12) has led to a renewed investi-
gation of the fundamental mechanisms of
thermal conductivity.14–17 Similar low
thermal conductivity has been found
in thermal barrier coating materials
(La2Mo2O9, W3Nb14O44).
18
Understanding the origins of this
behavior is important for the develop-
ment of advanced materials. The
complexity of these materials, however,
makes ab initio calculations of lattice
dynamics prohibitively difficult.19–24 HereMaterials Science, California Institute of
Technology, 1200 E, California Blvd.
PasadenaCA, 91125, USA. E-mail: etoberer@
mines.edu; jsnyder@caltech.edu
† Electronic supplementary information (ESI)
available: Supplementary Table 1. See DOI:
10.1039/c1jm11754h
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistrywe use simple models for heat transport to
approximate the complex interplay of
phonon scattering and group velocity.
Despite these approximations, these
models highlight the critical material
parameters that ultimately determine
thermal conductivity.
Thermal conductivity in a material
arises from both electronic (ke) and lattice
(kL) contributions.
25–28 The electronic
component is well described by the Wie-
demann–Franz law, scaling linearly with
the electrical conductivity and tempera-
ture. The lattice contribution arises from
lattice vibrations (phonons) and is the
subject of this review.
To lay the groundwork for a more in-
depth examination of factors affecting
lattice thermal conductivity, we consider
eqn (1), which describes kL as the product
of heat capacity (Cv), phonon velocity (n),
and phonon mean free path (l). This
equation provides a rough guide to kL,
despite neglecting the frequency depen-
dence of each parameter. The phonon
relaxation time, s, is related to l through
the phonon velocity. The phonon velocity
is often simply approximated by the low
frequency speed of sound (nsf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B=d
p
),
where B is the appropriate elastic
modulus and d is the density of the
material.kL ¼ 1
3
Cvnl ¼ 1
3
Cvn
2t ðn ¼ l=tÞ (1)2011 J. MTraditionally, achieving low lattice
thermal conductivity has relied on (a) low
ns, found indensematerialswith softbonds,
or (b) reduction of s by the intentional
introduction of point defects and nano-
structures to scatter phonons.1,9,10,29–32
Fig. 1 shows the success of these
approaches in thermoelectric materials.
While eqn (1) qualitatively describes kL,
the universal relaxation time and constant
velocity used in this model leads to
significant inconsistencies and departure
from experimental results. Crucial to the
development of materials with controlled
phonon transport is a frequency-depen-
dent description of kL, as all of the terms
in eqn (1) vary significantly across the
phonon spectrum. Use of a simplified
version of the Callaway model gives eqn
(2),33,34 which neglects the small correc-
tion term for non-resistive (normal)
phonon–phonon interactions.19,20,26,35
kL ¼ 1
3
ðumax
0
CsðuÞngðuÞ2tðuÞdu (2)
The need for frequency-dependent
analysis is revealed by considering bulk
silicon. Eqn (1) yields l ¼ 45 nm at 300 K,
using experimental kL, heat capacity, and
speed of sound. In contrast, eqn (2) indi-
cates that 80% of the lattice thermal
conductivity arises from phonons with
mean free paths between 0.1–10 mm.36
This latter result is consistent withater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852 | 15843
Fig. 1 Thermoelectric materials can achieve low lattice thermal conductivity through point scattering sources (Si1–xGex, XyCo4Sb12), heavy atoms and
anharmonic bonding (PbTe) and complex crystal structures, in whichmost of the phonon dispersion consists of low velocity optical modes (Yb14MnSb11,
Ca3AlSb3, Ba8Ga16Ge30).
9–14
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View Onlineexperimental results which show signifi-
cant reduction in kL when phonon scat-
tering sources are induced at micron
length scales.37
Here we review the frequency depen-
dence of scattering and highlight the
importance of the phonon dispersion in
determining kL. We begin with a discus-
sion of the prediction of lattice thermal
conductivity in simple materials where the
phonon group velocity can be approxi-
mated as constant (Debye model). We
then use this understanding to tackle
more complex materials where the group
velocity is highly frequency-dependent.
These examples guide the design and
discovery of low thermal conductivity
materials.Fig. 2 In a Debye model, the speed of sound (ns),
equivalent. In contrast, a simple Born–von Karm
phonon dispersion.
15844 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852Thermal conductivity within the Debye
model
The Debye model is a reasonable starting
point for discussing thermal transport in
simple crystalline materials, as it allows us
to approximate the phonon group
velocity (ng ¼ du/dk) and phase velocity
(np ¼ u/k) as the speed of sound, ns
(Fig. 2).38,39 Here, ns is the appropriate
average of the longitudinal and transverse
velocities at the low frequency limit. The
Debye model has a maximum phonon
frequency given by umax ¼
uD ¼

6p2
V
1=3
ns, where V is the atomic
volume. The corresponding Debye
temperature is given by kBqD ¼ ZuD.phase velocity (np), and group velocity (ng) are
an model shows significant curvature of the
This journThe Debye specific heat capacity is
given by eqn (3). We are interested in the
spectral heat capacity (Cs(u)), related to
the phonon density of states, shown in
Fig. 3(a) at various temperatures. At high
temperature, the frequency dependence of
Cs(u) approaches u
2 and can be approx-
imated by eqn (4). Integrating eqn (4) to
uD yields theDulong Petit approximation
(3kB per atom) for the heat capacity.
Cv ¼ 3Z
2
2p2kBT2
ðumax
0
u4eZu=kBT
ngn2pðeZu=kBT  1Þ2
du
(3)
Cs;HTðuÞ ¼ 3kBu
2
2p2ngn2p
(4)
We now consider the frequency
dependence of the phonon relaxation
time, s(u).40 Thermal conductivity is
typically limited by a combination of
phonon–phonon scattering, point defect
scattering and, in nanostructured mate-
rials, boundary scattering, which sum
according to eqn (5).
t1 ¼
X
i
ti1 (5)
Variables:
kLal is ª Thlattice thermal conductivity
ks(u) spectral lattice thermal conductivity
Cv heat capacity
Cs,HT(u) high temperature spectral heat
capacity
ng(u) phonon group velocity, du/dk
np(u) phonon phase velocity, u/k
ns averaged speed of sound
s phonon relaxation time
M average masse Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View OnlineVThis journvolume per atom
g Gr€uneisen parameter
d grain or microstructure size
N atoms per primitive cell
u phonon frequency
k wave vector
a lattice parameterFig. 3 a) The spectral Debye heat capacity approachesu2 dependence at high temperatures. b) Real
materials havemany scatteringmechanisms, which depend heavily on frequency. c) Spectral thermal
conductivity (assuming ng(u)¼ ns and T >> qD) whenUmklapp scattering (sU) dominates transport
(top curve) and when sU, sB, and sPD are accounted for (lower curve).At temperatures above qD, Umklapp
phonon-phonon scattering is often the
dominant scattering effect. Umklapp
scattering depends strongly on the an-
harmonicity of the bonding, described by
the Gr€uneisen parameter (g),41,42 as well
as the average mass ( M), and temperature
(T), as seen in eqn (6). Although many
expressions exist for sU, we emphasize the
universality of tUf
Mn3
V1=3u2g2T
and simi-
larity of the pre-factor.35,43–46 It is
instructive to consider the rock salt
compounds PbTe and PbSe in the context
of eqn (6). While heavier, softer PbTe has
a lower group velocity than PbSe, the
larger Gr€uneisen parameter of PbSe leads
to similarly low kL.
47
tUðuÞ ¼ ð6p
2Þ1=3
2
Mngn
2
p
kBV1=3g2u2T
(6)
Boundary scattering in polycrystalline
materialswith grain size d canbe estimated
from eqn (7).48,49 This scattering mecha-
nism is particularly effective in nano-
structured materials such as nanowires,
thin films, and nanocomposites.29–31,50
tB ¼ d
ng
(7)
Scattering by point defects arises from
both mass and strain contrast within the
lattice. Point defect scattering has been
successfully employed in both thermo-
electic materials (Si1–xGex), and in
thermal barrier coatings, such as yttria
stabilized zirconia (YSZ).1,9 In the simple
case of alloying on a single crystallo-
graphic site, sPD is given by eqn (8). Here,
fi is the fraction of atomswithmassmi and
radius ri that reside on a site with average
mass and radius m and r, respectively.39,51
t1PD ¼
Vu4
4pn2png
X
i
fi

1 mi
m
2 
þ
X
i
fi

1 ri
r
2!
(8)al is ª The Royal Society of ChemistryThe scattering mechanisms discussed
above target different populations of
phonons, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Umklapp
and point defect scattering target high
frequency phonons, while boundary
scattering is often the dominant scattering2011 J. Mmechanism at low frequencies. In concert,
these scattering mechanisms lead to an
effective s shown by the dashed line.
The frequency dependence of the
phonon contribution to kL can be used to
determine which phonons are critical toater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852 | 15845
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View Onlineheat transport. The integrand of eqn (2) is
commonly referred to as the spectral
thermal conductivity, ks(u) ¼ Cs(u)
ng(u)
2s(u). When thermal conduction is
limited by Umklapp scattering, the u2
dependence of Cs,HT(u) is offset by the
frequency dependence of Umklapp scat-
tering (s f u2), resulting in the
frequency-independent ks(u) curve shown
in Fig. 3(c). Integrating over the phonon
spectrum yields the classic expression for
sU-limited kL given in eqn (9).35,45
kU ¼ ð6p
2Þ2=3
4p2
Mn3s
TV2=3g2
(9)
This simple expression is commonly
invoked to explain high temperature
transport, and yields reasonable esti-
mates for kL in materials with low mass
contrast and simple crystal structures. In
most materials, boundary and point
defect scattering are also significant, re-
sulting in a highly frequency dependent
ks(u). The impact of boundary and point
defect scattering on kL can be readily
visualized as the difference in area
between the top and bottom curves of
Fig. 3(c).Fig. 4 a) Calculated kU significantly overestimates experimental kL in rock salt compounds with
high mass contrast at T¼ qD. Values for qD, g and kL were obtained from Ref. 28. b) This empirical
observation can be understood with a BvK model for a 1D diatomic chain. As mass contrast
increases (average mass, ns held constant) the optical mode flattens and the gap increases. c) When
Umklapp scattering dominates, ks(u)f ng(u)
2, and the effect of mass contrast on kL can be judged
from the area beneath the ng(u)
2 curves.Thermal conductivity in complex
systems
The following sections consider real
material systems with phonon dispersions
that are progressively more complex than
a simple Debye model. Complex phonon
dispersions influence kL by (a) changing
the states available for Umklapp scat-
tering and (b) leading to highly frequency-
dependent phonon velocities, as ng(u) ¼
du/dk.19,28,52
Use of a simple Born–von Karman
(BvK) model allows us to visualize how
chemical structure determines the phonon
dispersion. The 1-dimensional BvK
model describes the lattice as a chain of
atoms connected by springs with
harmonic restoring forces.38,39 Fig. 2
compares the Debye and BvK dispersions
for the simple case of a monatomic
chain.53
Highmass contrast. The trend between
high mass contrast and low lattice
thermal conductivity has been clearly
demonstrated by Slack.28 Fig. 4 reveals
that the experimental kL of rock salt15846 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852compounds is dramatically overestimated
by the Debye model (kU) when mass
contrast is high (e.g. BaO, mass ratio of
8.6).
The relationship between mass contrast
and kL can be understood by examining
the BvK phonon dispersions for
a diatomic chain with varying mass ratio,
m1 : m2 (Fig. 4(b)). When the mass ratio is
low, the Debye model’s assumption of
a constant phonon velocity appears
reasonable. However, this assumption
breaks down as the mass ratio increases
and the optical branch flattens.54 When sThis journis limited by Umklapp scattering, the
spectral thermal conductivity, ks(u), is
proportional to ng(u)
2. Fig. 4(c) shows the
dramatic reduction in ng(u)
2, and thus kL,
associated with the flattening of the
optical modes with increasing mass
contrast. Although not accounted for
here, changes to the phonon dispersion
may also influence the available states for
scattering events, leading to changes in
the spectral mean free paths.55
High mass contrast likely contributes
to the low thermal conductivity found in
many of the oxides used for thermalal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Table 1
Material N kL (300 K) W/mK Ref.
LaPO4 24 2.5 18
W3Nb14O44 61 1.8 18
LaMgAl11O19 64 1.2 56
La2Mo2O9 624 0.7 18
a Al14.7Mn3.5Si1.8 138 1.5 57
Ca5Al2Sb6 26 1.5 58
Ca3AlSb3 28 1.6 13
Yb11Sb10 42 0.8 59
Yb11InSb9 42 0.8 60
Ba8Ga16Ge30 54 1.1 14,16
Yb14AlSb11 104 0.6 15
Fig. 5 Formaterials withmany atoms per primitive cell (N), eqn (9) fails to predict the experimental
kL. See supplemental Table 1.†
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View Onlinebarrier coatings (e. g., YSZ has a mass
ratio of 5.7). In contrast, most thermo-
electric materials have mass contrast less
than 2, suggesting a potential avenue for
reducing kL.
Complex primitive cells.Much like the
high mass contrast rock-salt compounds,
it has been argued that compounds with
a large number of atoms in the primitive
unit cell (N) have low kL due to low
velocity optical modes.28,43 Classic exam-
ples of high-N compounds with low kL
include Y3Al5O12 (N¼ 80), b-Boron (N¼
105), and YB68 (N ¼ 402).28,61 More
recently, similar trends has been observed
in promising materials for thermoelectrics
and thermal barrier coatings
(Table 1).12,18
To further investigate the trend
between low kL and N, we have compiled
the properties of materials for which all
of the quantities in eqn (9) are known
experimentally. Many materials withThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistryapplications for thermal barrier coatings
have not been included, as their
Gr€uneisen parameters are not reported
in the literature. We consider the ratio of
measured kL to that predicted by kU (eqn
(9)). Fig. 5 shows that for simple struc-
tures, good agreement between kU and
experimental kL is observed. However,
the kL of more complex materials is
grossly over-estimated by the simple kU
model.
The trend between low kL and struc-
tural complexity can be qualitatively
rationalized by a BvK model. Fig. 6(a)
shows phonon dispersions for 1D chains
with N-atom cells. As N increases, the
phonon dispersion ‘‘folds in’’ on itself,
resulting in N  1 optical modes with low
ng(u). Thus, in complexmaterials, the vast
majority of heat is trapped in flat, low
velocity optical modes, which are not
accurately described by a Debye model.
Fig. 6(b) emphasizes the reduction of
ng(u)
2 (and thus ks(u) at the limit of2011 J. MUmklapp scattering), with increasing
structural complexity.
For complex materials, a simple
approach tomodeling kL is to consider the
acoustic (ka) and optical (ko) contribu-
tions separately. As seen in Fig. 6(a), the
acoustic contribution can be treated
within a Debye model. To determine the
maximum frequency of the acoustic
branch, ua, we utilize the equal partition
of the heat capacity amongst the phonon
modes (Cv,acoustic ¼ Cv/N), yielding ua ¼
uD/N
1/3.43 Values for ua can thus be ob-
tained either from measurements of ns or
qD. However, when inferring ua from uD,
the various approaches to obtaining qD (e.
g., low or high temperature heat capacity
measurements or density of states from
neutron experiments) can yield signifi-
cantly different values.28,62
With ua determined, ka can be deter-
mined from eqn (2). For s limited by
Umklapp scattering we find ka f N
1/3
(eqn (10)). If instead, boundary scattering
is assumed to dominate transport, ka f
N1 (eqn (11)). For simplicity, we have
used the high temperature limit for the
heat capacity. In practice, the experi-
mental N-dependence in Fig. 5(a) is
between these bounds, and is consistent
with the N2/3 dependence obtained by
Slack.28
Umklapp : ka ¼ ð6p
2Þ2=3
4p2
Mn3s
TV2=3g2

1
N1=3

(10)
Boundary : ka ¼ 1
2
nsd
V

1
N

(11)
At the amorphous limit (N ¼ N), the
acoustic contribution (ka) approaches
zero, whereas in practice, glasses still
possess finite thermal conductivity.
Clearly, we cannot completely ignore the
thermal conductivity of the optical modes
in which most of the heat in a complex
solid is stored. As a lower bound to the
optical contribution to thermal conduc-
tivity (ko), one can look to Einstein’s
treatment of heat transport as the diffu-
sion of heat between atomic oscillators.
Cahill has extended this theory to larger
oscillating units, for which lglass ¼ l/2, or
equivalently sglass(u) ¼ p/u63–65 In this
model, the speed of sound is used to
describe the coupling between oscillators.ater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852 | 15847
Fig. 6 a) Phonon dispersions for ball and spring chains with increasing number of atoms per unit
cell (constant ns). b) A dramatic decrease in ng(u)
2, and thus ks(u), is found with increasing N. For
N ¼ 4 and 8, the high frequency optical modes are not visible on a linear plot due to the extreme
flatness of these modes.
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View OnlineThe optical contribution to kL, given by
eqn (12), is estimated by evaluating eqn
(2) with sglass, a minimum opticalFig. 7 Success of ka + ko in predicting the lattice
supplementary Table 1†). Here, ka includes both U
term of 1 mm (eqn (5)).
15848 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852frequency of uD/N
1/3, and the high
temperature limit to Cs(u). We note that
our treatment of optical phonons usingthermal conductivity of selected materials (see
mklapp scattering and a boundary scattering
This journa glass model is somewhat unconven-
tional.66 Optical branches are generally
neglected in the modeling of complex
materials.
ko ¼ 3kBns
2V2=3
p
6
1=3
1 1
N2=3
 
(12)
Having developed expressions for both
the acoustic and optical phonons, we can
re-evaluate the thermal conductivity of
the materials presented in Fig. 5. We
estimate ka in a manner analogous to eqn
(10) and (11), except that here we assume
that both Umklapp and boundary scat-
tering (d ¼ 1 mm) limit transport.
Summing ka and ko (eqn (12)) yields good
agreement with the experimental kL
across two orders of magnitude, as illus-
trated by Fig. 7.
A comparison of Yb14MnSb11 and
PbTe is particularly revealing. As the bulk
properties of these two materials are
extremely similar, (qD, M, Cv, g, see
Supplementary Table 1†) kU suggests that
PbTe should have a slightly lower kL than
Yb14MnSb11. However, calculations
accounting for the difference in N predict
that the kL of Yb14MnSb11 (N ¼ 104)
should be a factor of 3 lower than that of
PbTe (N ¼ 2) at room temperature.
Indeed, the experimental kL of
Yb14MnSb11 and PbTe at 300 K are 0.6
and 2 W m1 K1, respectively. The
success of this incredibly simple approach
to modeling extremely complicated
thermal transport processes is inspiring.
While computational methods may
eventually be able to accurately predict
thermal conductivity in complex mate-
rials, these methods provide valuable
intuition.
In the search for low kL materials,
structural complexity is an elegant
approach to achieving glass-like thermal
transport across much of the phonon
spectrum. Further reduction of thermal
conductivity in complex materials can be
realized by employing well-established
strategies such as: (a) lowering the sound
velocity by increasing the density or
decreasing the stiffness or (b) including
nanostructures to target the remaining
acoustic phonons.
Rattling modes. Structural complexity
traps heat in glass-like optical modes, but
it does not completely eliminate theal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 8 a)The resonant scatteringmodel targetsphononsnearuo. b)BvKphonondispersions for a stiff
framework (m1, k1) and loosely bound guest atoms (m2, k2). Increased k2 stiffness results in increased
coupling (extent of avoided crossing) between the framework and guestmodes. c) The avoided crossing
reduces ng(u)
2 in thevicinityofuo. d)ks(u) for an emptyBvKframework,usingUmklappandboundary
scattering terms (curveA). Including resonant scattering reduces ks(u) nearuo (curve B). If instead, the
effect of coupling on ng(u) is accounted for, a similar reduction is observed (curve C).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011 J. M
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View Onlinecontribution from the high-velocity,
acoustic branches. One tactic to reduce
the acoustic contribution to thermal
conductivity has recently arisen in crystal
structures with open-frameworks (e.g.
clathrates and skutterudites).
Guest insertion into open-framework
structures can dramatically affect Cs(u),
ng(u), and s(u). The total heat capacity
will increase due to the increased number
of atoms per unit volume, potentially
increasing kL. The phonon relaxation
time, s, may be reduced if the guest atoms
have highly anharmonic potentials,
leading to increased Umklapp scattering.
If the guests only partially occupy the
open sites, point defect scattering will also
arise.32 The effect of guest atoms on ns will
be dictated by the relative change in
density and elastic modulus; we would
expect that light guest species may actu-
ally increase ns by stiffening the lattice
without dramatically altering the density.
In contrast, heavy, weakly bound atoms
should lower ns.
Much of the excitement surrounding
skutterudites and clathrates has been
focused on the prediction66 and observa-
tion67–69 of a phenomena termed
‘‘rattling’’, observed when the guest atom
is under-constrained and weakly bound.
Experimentally, materials in which guest
atoms are strong rattlers are found to
exhibit extremely low kL.
68,70 While it is
widely accepted that rattling atoms result
in strongly localized modes within the
acoustic frequency range, the mechanism
by which rattler modes reduce kL is under
debate. Historically, the reduction in kL
has been attributed to resonant scattering
by the guest atom.71 However, the impact
of rattling on the group velocity has
recently been recognized as an alternative
explanation of the low experi-
mental kL.
72,73
Resonant scattering treats the guest
atom vibrations as uncorrelated with
respect to the framework and other guest
species. This scattering mechanism was
originally proposed to explain a low
temperature indentation in kL observed in
a solid solution of KCl and KNO2.
74,75
Fig. 8(a) shows the combined effects of
resonant and Umklapp scattering for two
different resonant scattering constants.
Here, s is reduced in a narrow frequency
range aboutuo, the frequency of the guest
atom vibrational mode. This resonant
scattering model has successfully beenater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852 | 15849
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View Onlineused to explain the unusual temperature
dependence of kL for both clathrates and
skutterudites.71,76 However, these models
assume a constant group velocity, which
fails to capture the complexity of the
phonon dispersion and the interaction of
the rattling and acoustic modes.
The phonon dispersions of these
framework compounds can be investi-
gated using a modified BvK model. We
can approximate an empty framework as
amonatomic chain of atomswithmassm1
connected with springs k1 (black curve,
Fig. 8(b)). To simulate the inclusion of
guest atoms, we include a second atom
with mass m2 which is coupled to the
framework via springs (k2), as shown in
Fig. 8(b). At the limit of k2 >> k1, the
lattice behaves as a 2-atom solid with
acoustic and optical modes similar to
those discussed above in the mass-
contrast section.
However, when k2  k1, the guest
species is only loosely bound in the
framework and the associated optical
mode drops into the same frequency range
as the acoustic branch. The interaction of
these two modes is manifested as the
‘‘avoided crossing’’ shown in Fig. 8(b) for
a range of k2 : k1 ratios. For thismodel, we
have fixed the framework properties (k1
and m1) and the frequency of the rattler
mode (uo 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k2=m2
p
). As k2 stiffens,
increased mode mixing is observed. This
mixing results ina local reductionof ng(u)
2,
as illustrated by Fig. 8(c).
The local reduction in group velocity
near uo has been experimentally observed
through inelastic neutron scattering
experiments. Measurements of the
phonon dispersion of Ba8Ga16Ge30 and
CeRu4Sb12 single crystals confirm the
presence of rattler modes within the
acoustic branch and coupling between
these modes.73,77 In contrast, phonon
dispersion measurements of CeOs4Sb12
reveal a conspicuous lack of rattling
modes in the acoustic branch. The
extremely high framework density, and
corresponding low ns, of CeOs4Sb12
appears to result in acoustic branches that
do not reach the guest mode frequency.78
Measurements of the heat capacity,
phonon density of states and Raman
spectra may also be used to observe low
frequency guest modes.67,79–83 The flatness
of the guest mode can be deduced from
the width of the heat capacity or phonon
DOS peak. For example, in the15850 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 15843–15852germanium-clathrates, broad peaks
observed in the phonon DOS reveal
strong coupling between the guest and
host modes.84 Note that while these tech-
niques reveal features in the phonon
dispersion, they are insensitive to phonon
scattering effects.
Complimenting this experimental work
is an increasing body of computational
studies which attempt to understand
rattling behavior.81,85–87 The ability to
predict the frequency of the rattler mode
for different guest species is a particularly
attractive feature of this work, helping to
guide development of skutterudites with
multiple guest elements.88
Despite the vast body of research con-
cerning rattling modes, there is an on-
going debate in the community: Is reso-
nant scattering or a local reduction in ng
near the avoided crossing the dominant
cause of low kL? Fig. 8(d) illustrates the
difficulty of distinguishing between these
two effects. As a baseline, ks(u) of an
empty framework is calculated using sU
and sB and a single-atom, 1-DBvKmodel
for ng(u) (curve A). If resonant scattering
is included, a dramatic reduction of ks(u)
occurs near uo (curve B). However,
a similar reduction of ks(u) can be ach-
ieved by simply accounting for the reduc-
tion in group velocity near uo (curve C).
72
Temperature dependent measurements
may not be able to distinguish between
these effects, as both models in Fig. 8(d)
can be used to reproduce the characteristic
indentation in kL seen in some filled
framework materials. It is clear that
frequency-dependent measurements of
ng(u) ands(u) will be vital to unravel these
intertwined effects on kL.Conclusion
Rational design strategies now exist to
guide the discovery and development of
advanced thermal materials, heralding
a new era for energy materials. Disorder
on multiple length scales, from point
defects to crystal boundaries, can be used
to scatter phonons of different frequen-
cies. Equally influential is the structural
complexity of the unit cell, which traps
heat in low velocity phonon modes.
Resonant phonon modes from ‘‘rattling’’
atoms can be used to reduce the velocity
of the remaining acoustic phonons.
Despite the intricacies of phonon trans-
port in such complex materials, we findThis journthat the thermal behavior can be ex-
plained by relatively simple models. These
models stress the fundamental material
parameters which ultimately determine
thermal conductivity.References
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